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'The Way of the Master'' is the flagship work of Ray Comfort and Kirk Cameron's organization. It

anchors their television program, radio program, and website. Considered by many to be the

definitive text in evangelism, this book is coming to Bridge-Logos to be updated, expanded, and

illustrated with photographs for Spring 2006 release. It's an anecdotal, loaded with commentary and

remarks that are more conversational than academic. It's an easy read with a hard message that

has already changed the face of sharing faith.
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This book had a very interesting approach. The main thrust of the authors was that every believer

ought to be actively involved in witnessing to others through the testimony of the Law. This is the

method employed by Jesus and the early believers. This is the way endorses and exemplified by

the apostle Paul in the book of Romans. This is the only way.The authors encourage a variety of

ways to use the Law as the tool for evangelism. It is appropriate in street preaching, university

debates, on the golf course, at funerals, and everywhere in between. This method is to be employed



on children, teens, adults and grandparents. One can address the issue with neighbors, friends, a

spouse or complete strangers. It is the way. The "shock and awe" style of laying down the law is

said to minimize false converts by truly explaining the gravity of sin as revealed in the 10

Commandments. Without these divinely given standards we would know nothing of our sinfulness,

therefore they must be utilized or the chances of a surface conversion skyrocket. The authors

believe that evangelism is the main goal of the local church and must be the main goal of the

individual believer. Many believers in today's churches need to "catch on fire" and get out to

confront people in their sin. If they do not do this they are considered "lukewarm" Christians as

found in Revelations. The authors do a good job at explaining how one may use the Law in order to

show others their sinfulness. Truly the law is our schoolmaster - the one who reveals to us our

impending punishment from a holy God. One may use the Law by showing how we all have broken

it, and therefore will one day stand before God to be condemned. It is a very effective way to show

man's inability to "be good enough.

The Way of the Master by Ray Comfort focuses on what he believes is "an almost forgotten biblical

key that has the power to unlock the door of the human heart." This "key" which Comfort is referring

to is the Ten Commandments and its power to speak directly to ones "conscience (the place of the

knowledge of right and wrong) - the way Jesus did." Comfort is the founder of The Way of the

Master and Living Water Ministries, which include several publications for helping understand and

carry out evangelism, a radio show, TV show and several short films in which he and his ministry

partner, Kirk Cameron, are involved. This particular book is currently on the  Bestseller list.My

familiarity with Ray Comfort and The Way of the Master Ministries began about five years ago when

my wife bought The Evidence Bible, another publication of this ministry designed to show the

evidence of God and His creation. However, this book, The Way of the Master, is designed to show

Christians the importance of evangelism and how the Ten Commandments are a key aspect of

pointing the lost to understanding their true selves in order to reach them with the gospel. Several of

the teachings found with this work can are also based on his sermon Hells Best Kept Secret, where

Comfort points out the art of using God's Law in an effort to convict the sinner and bringing one to a

true repentance and faith in Him.In an effort to bring about a better understand of evangelism and to

show the importance of how effective using the Ten Commandments is in evangelism. Comfort

suggest the reader to reconsider the catch phrase "What would Jesus Do." He says, "The better

question to ask is, `What did Jesus do?' This confines our answers to the safe and reliable

boundaries of the Bible...
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